CASE STUDY

SPARE PARTS CAPABILITY SAVES NUCLEAR SECTOR SIGNIFICANT DOWNTIME AND COST

- Replacement of obsolete pumps avoided
- Spare parts availability restored
- Accurate documentation supports safe operation

CHALLENGE

A major supplier of reciprocating pumps to the US nuclear power industry decided to withdraw from the sector entirely. This left customers with no source of spares or servicing know-how when parts began to fail on their critical equipment.
SOLUTION
One of the nuclear operators experiencing these difficulties approached ClydeUnion Pumps, part of Celeros Flow Technology, about becoming a preferred supplier of replacement parts for their (effectively obsolete) triplex plunger pumps. As an expert in triplex pumps and a continuous holder of nuclear quality certifications, ClydeUnion Pumps was well positioned to step into the breach.

We produced a re-engineering report, project schedule and pump description and cross-referenced all the part numbers. Sectional drawings were also produced. Accurate records are a key part of supporting safety and reliability in the nuclear sector, so samples of our documentation capabilities – including a sample metallurgical report, material code documentation, engineering change records and inspection report – were also supplied.

OUTCOMES
The US nuclear sector now has the service and spares support it needs for the third party’s reciprocating pumps and ClydeUnion parts references are available for incorporation into approved vendor lists. The significant cost and downtime involved in replacing the reciprocating pumps has been avoided.

BENEFITS
• St. Lucie and other ARMCO charging pump users have a reliable source of logistical support in ClydeUnion Pumps
• ClydeUnion Pumps now has technical information (design reports) to modify the existing ARMCO design for MTBF improvement, hydraulic changes for example per nuclear station present and future situations (i.e. plant re-rates)
• ClydeUnion Pumps stands ready to go through the work scope to provide logistical support for Gaulin pumps

ClydeUnion Pumps now also provides reliable logistical and design support for ARMCO charging pumps and is positioned well to perform the work necessary to become a source of logistical support and design for Gaulin charging pumps.

APPLICABILITY
• St. Lucie
• Calvert Cliffs 1 & 2
• Millstone 2

The following USA nuclear power plants originally had Gaulin triplex units installed. These will have to go through the same work scope noted above for ClydeUnion Pumps to logistically support them.

• Arkansas Nuclear One 2
• Braidwood 1 & 2
• Byron 1 & 2
• Fort Calhoun 1
• Palisades 1
• Palo Verde 1, 2, 3
• San Onofre 2, 3
• Waterford 2

For more information about our worldwide locations, approvals, certifications, and local representatives please visit www.celerosft.com. Celeros Flow Technology reserves the right to incorporate our latest design and material changes without notice or obligation. Design features, materials of construction and dimensional data, as described in this bulletin, are provided for your information only and should not be relied upon unless confirmed in writing.
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| SPEED | EXCELLENCE | PARTNERSHIP |

Aberdeen Service Center
P: +44 1224 756 100

Abu Dhabi Service Center
P: +971 02 4081900

Annecy Service Center
P: +33 4905 220 2401

Baton Rouge Service Center
P: +1 225 778 3310

Battle Creek Service Center
P: +1 269 966 4782

Burlington Service Center
P: +1 905 315 3813

Calgary Service Center
P: +1 800 352 8294

Corpus Christi Center
P: +1 361 371 6519

Downey Service Center
P: +1 562 622 2371

Glasgow Service Center
P: +44 141 637 7141

Jenks Service Center
P: +1 281 217 6359

Odessa Service Center
P: +1 704 808 3780

Penistone Service Center
P: +44 1226 763 311

Singapore Service Center
P: +65 6513 9276

Zhengzhou Service Center
P: +86 371 8665 2391

E: cu.sales@celerosft.com

www.celerosft.com